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SUMMARY

Escape behaviors deliver organisms away from
imminent catastrophe. Here, we characterize behav-
ioral responses of freely swimming larval zebrafish
to looming visual stimuli simulating predators. We
report that the visual system alone can recruit lateral-
ized, rapid escape motor programs, similar to those
elicited by mechanosensory modalities. Two-photon
calcium imaging of retino-recipient midbrain regions
isolated the optic tectum as an important center
processing looming stimuli, with ensemble activity
encoding the critical image size determining escape
latency. Furthermore, we describe activity in retinal
ganglion cell terminals and superficial inhibitory
interneurons in the tectum during looming and
propose a model for how temporal dynamics in
tectal periventricular neurons might arise from com-
putations between these two fundamental constitu-
ents. Finally, laser ablations of hindbrain circuitry
confirmed that visual and mechanosensory modal-
ities share the same premotor output network.
We establish a circuit for the processing of aversive
stimuli in the context of an innate visual behavior.

INTRODUCTION

When confronted with threatening stimuli, organisms respond

with stereotyped behavioral patterns that promote survival. The

most fundamental of these behaviors is the escape response,

which delivers the individual away from assault. While these es-

capes are diverse across phyla (Chalfie et al., 1985; Muijres

et al., 2014; Sherrington, 1910), they are nevertheless highly

conserved and occupy an ancient and essential corner of the

ethogram. Indeed, when examined ontogenetically, escape be-

haviors typically develop before the organism can feed or make

coordinated movements (Armstrong and Higgins, 1971), high-

lighting the vital importance of these avoidance programs.
The robustness and stereotypy of escapebehaviors are of great

utility for studies of sensorimotor computations (Dickinson and

Moss, 2012; Eaton et al., 2001; Fotowat and Gabbiani, 2011;

Korn and Faber, 2005). Historically, studies of escape behaviors

have often focused on impulse-like mechanosensory stimulation

such as a touch or brief auditory buzz, where stimulus control

andbehavioralexecutionarestraightforwardandwhere theunder-

lying sensory detection and processing pathways are relatively

compact. The visual system, however, is arguably better suited

for detecting threatening stimuli, as visual cues can be detected

longbefore themechanical signatures of an approaching predator

reach somatosensory andauditory systems (Billingtonet al., 2011;

Fotowat et al., 2011; Khakhalin et al., 2014; Oliva et al., 2007; Pre-

uss et al., 2006; Yilmaz and Meister, 2013). At the same time, the

sensory computations required for the visual detection of threats

arepotentiallymorecomplex, as thesemust involve the rapid anal-

ysis of high-dimensional spatiotemporal sensory streams. None-

theless, mechanisms of visual escape behavior, typically evoked

by signatures of impending collision (looming), have not been

well studied outside of invertebrates (Gabbiani et al., 1999; von

Reynetal., 2014).Here,weuse thebehavioral, optical, andgenetic

accessibility of the larval zebrafish,Danio rerio, to address theneu-

ral basis of visually evoked escapes in a vertebrate animal.

In response to acoustic or tactile stimulation, larval zebrafish

perform a fast, high-angle, stereotyped escape maneuver (the

‘‘C-bend’’) that is conserved across most anamniotes (Eaton

et al., 2001). This escape behavior is recruited by a short ipsilat-

eral arc (minimum two synapses) from the ear (in the case of

sound) to rhombomere 4 of the hindbrain, where a premotor sys-

tem dominated by the large, morphologically distinct Mauthner

cell (M-cell) effects a high-amplitude turn to the contralateral

side. While it is not known in zebrafish whether the M-cell and

its associated segmental homologs (collectively, the M-system)

mediate any visually guided behaviors, studies in goldfish (Pre-

uss et al., 2006; Zottoli et al., 1987) show that the M-cell may

receive visual input from the optic tectum (OT), the homolog of

the mammalian superior colliculus.

In turn, a large body of evidence supports a role for the OT in

complex visual processing. TheOT, by far the largest contiguous

larval visual brain structure, is recurrently connected across its

laminar architecture and receives direct input from the majority
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of retinal projections (Burrill and Easter, 1994) in addition to indi-

rect input from accessory visual areas (Vanegas and Ito, 1983).

Neurons in the OT show direction, orientation, speed, and size

selectivity (Gabriel et al., 2012; Grama and Engert, 2012; Hunter

et al., 2013; Niell and Smith, 2005) and respond to aversive

(predator-like) and appetitive (prey-like) visual cues in many

animals (Dean et al., 1989; Ewert, 1997; Muto et al., 2013).

Furthermore, OT neurons in birds (Winkowski and Knudsen,

2008), tadpoles (Khakhalin et al., 2014), frogs (Baranauskas

et al., 2012), and fish (Niell and Smith, 2005) respond to looming

stimuli. Thus, the OT is well positioned to mediate visually

evoked escape responses by feeding filtered visual input to the

hindbrain M-system and associated escape circuitry.

However, so far, a causal link between the hindbrainM-system

and visually evoked escapes has not been demonstrated.

Furthermore, most analyses of tectal processing have remained

descriptive and treat single cells in isolation (Gabriel et al., 2012;

Grama and Engert, 2012), independent of behavior and the activ-

ity of other visual, motion-sensitive midbrain structures such as

the pretectum (Kubo et al., 2014; Portugues et al., 2014). Given

its anatomical and functional position, an understanding of

population activity in the OT during a well-defined visuomotor

behavior would lead to new insights into how the vertebrate

central nervous system isolates behaviorally relevant cues from

sensory streams and transforms these into behavior.

In this study, we employ a combination of behavioral and

calcium imaging techniques to map the sensory and motor sys-

tems underlying visually evoked escape behavior and construct

a working model of behaviorally relevant stimulus representation

in the OT. We establish that freely swimming larval zebrafish
Figure 1. Kinematic Analysis of Looming-Specific Escapes

(A) Schematic of the closed-loop behavior setup used to present visual stimuli and

in real time. This information is used to update stimulus position with closed-loop

(B) The trajectory of a single looming-evoked behavioral response, shown here as

looming disk presented in the left visual field evokes a high-angle, long-distance m

as dark spots, and the gray shades are the tail.

(C) Each individual trial can be separated into a looming phase (fish images, botto

fish center of mass (frames separated by 250 ms to illustrate dynamics; black arro

to right), during which the fish executes a high-angle, high-velocity escape mane

direction (pink vectors) and center of mass (pink dots) are extracted from each fr

swim bout that occurs before this fish initiates an escape response (shown here

stimulus presentation. The same event is marked in the heading angle and swim

maximum change in heading direction (inset and time series, angle a). Bottom plo

zoom-in of heading direction reveals a high-angle bend followed by a small coun

(D) An example of a looming-evoked escape with a large counterbend. The angle

extracted from high-resolution video, revealing detailed tail kinematics.

(E) Top left shows a scatterplot of maximum heading angle change, a, and swim v

fish; n = 315 swim events). Bottom left shows a scatterplot for all swim events in

(open circles, N = 10, and n = 1,097) stimuli. Red depicts high-angle, high-velocity

red line). Right shows a quantification of escape response probability across mult

they responded at least once to at least one stimulus in the stimulus set. Loomin

much more often than dimming (N = 27) or flashed (N = 6) stimuli. Looming stimuli

mean ± SEM across fish. **p < 10�5, permutation test.

(F) Analysis of seven kinematic variables across four different classes of loomin

relative contrast (black or checkered isoluminant). Left panels depict kinematic

panels show kinematics associated with the burst swimphase of behavioral respo

statistically similar across all four conditions after applying the Bonferroni correcti

duration, p = 0.241 bend velocity, p = 0.086 swim distance, p = 0.077 burst freq

[ANOVA] permutation test). Offset points and error bars are mean ± SEM across fis

black linear expansion; N = 19, n = 192, black hyperbolic expansion; N = 8, n = 65,
respond to visual stimuli representing object approach with

directed C-bend escape maneuvers and describe a conver-

gence in the circuits mediating mechanosensory and visual

escapes at the premotor level. In addition, we demonstrate

that the OT encodes the critical image size associated with

escape latency across hundreds of periventricular neurons

(PVNs), providing a novel basis for ethologically relevant pro-

cessing in collicular structures. Furthermore, we measure the

activity in the presynaptic terminals of retinal ganglion cells

that provide the input to the OT as well as the response proper-

ties of superficial inhibitory interneurons (SINs) that have been

shown to serve as important computational units in the context

of separating large from small moving objects (Del Bene et al.,

2010). These data allow us to propose a mechanistic model of

how the behaviorally relevant dynamics of PVNs—the putative

output neurons of theOT—arise in the context of looming stimuli.

Together, these results outline the circuitry and computations

controlling a robust, innate visually guided behavior and reveal

fundamental principles of neural system organization likely prev-

alent in subcortical visual structures across phyla.

RESULTS

Looming Visual Stimuli Evoke Fast EscapeManeuvers in
Larval Zebrafish
To test how larval zebrafish respond to looming stimuli, we con-

structed an arena in which individual freely swimming fish were

monitored with a high-speed camera while visual stimuli were

presented with closed-loop feedback onto a screen beneath

the animal (Figure 1A). This high-speed (506 fps acquisition,
monitor behavior. Video is analyzed online to detect fish position and orientation

feedback so that stimuli remain in a fixed position within the fish’s visual field.

the multiple movie frames superimposed (106 frames, 210 ms). An expanding,

aneuver to the right. In this representation, the eyes and swim bladder appear

m to top), where the stimulus expands while locked to a fixed position from the

whead denotes stimulus start time), and an escape phase (fish images, top, left

uver (frames separated by the true frame period, 1.98 ms at 506 fps). Heading

ame and used to characterize behavioral responses. (s) shows a spontaneous

as multiple superimposed movie frames), illustrating the need for closed-loop

velocity plots below. The asterisk (*) represents the frame corresponding to the

ts are of heading angle and instantaneous swim velocity isolated from video. A

terbend (c) and a high-frequency burst swim lasting hundreds of milliseconds.

of 20 equally spaced points along the tail relative to the fish body axis can be

elocity for all swim events initiated during looming stimulus presentation (N = 37

itiated while presenting dimming (filled circles, N = 26, and n = 116) or flashed

swim events above a threshold maximum swim velocity of 12.0 cm/s (dashed

iple stimulus conditions. For this responsivity analysis, fish were included only if

g black (N = 33 fish) and checkered (N = 8) spots elicit escape-like maneuvers

expanded with constant radial velocity (linear expansion). Error bars represent

g stimuli that vary in either radial expansion dynamics (linear or hyperbolic) or

s associated with the initial high-angle bends (a) of classified escapes. Right

nses.While expansion dynamicsmay affect kinematics slightly, all variables are

on ([significance level]0.05/7z0.007; p = 0.008 maximum angle, p = 0.199 bend

uency, p = 0.125 swim velocity, and p = 0.175 counterbend angle, F-statistic

h. Each open circle is the mean for a single fish. N = 49 fish, n = 301 responses,

checkered linear expansion; N = 25, n = 322, checkered hyperbolic expansion.
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60 Hz stimulus update), closed-loop stabilization generated

maximal consistency in visual stimulation across presentations;

furthermore, locked egocentric stimuli best matched the condi-

tions used in subsequent imaging experiments.

Looming dark spots, which mimic approaching objects or

predators (Gabbiani et al., 1999), were presented on a neutral

gray background to 5- to 6-days-post-fertilization (dpf) larvae.

These spots started at singular points offset orthogonally from

the fishmidline and expanded as diskswith either constant radial

velocity (linear expansion) or constant approach velocity (hyper-

bolic expansion), the former corresponding to a decelerating

approach. Stimuli were presented either to the left or right side

of the animal, remaining exclusively within each respective

monocular visual field (Bianco et al., 2011) for at least the first

half of the expansion period. These looming stimuli typically

evoked high-velocity, high-angle, long-distance swim maneu-

vers (Figures 1B and 1C; Movie S1) that we quantified using

detailed kinematic analysis (Figure 1D).

To better distinguish looming-evoked escape responses from

other maneuvers in the larval zebrafish behavioral repertoire

(e.g., routine turns or spontaneous swimming), we plotted the

maximum instantaneous linear velocities and bend angles of all

locomotion events initiated after stimulus onset but before the

stimulus had stopped expanding. This analysis revealed a clus-

ter of high-velocity, high-angle events separated from routine

turns and swimming, demonstrating that looming stimuli consis-

tently evoke escape-like responses that are distinct from other

behaviors (Figure 1E). To probe whether these responses were

indeed specific to looming stimuli, we also presented spots

that appeared instantaneously (flashed stimuli) or spots that

dimmed with the same temporal dynamics as the looming stim-

uli. A response probability metric—the probability of maximum

swim velocity exceeding 12.0 cm/s (Figures S1A–S1C)—indi-

cated looming-stimuli-induced escapes about half of the time

(51.0 ± 3.8% for linear expansion, and 46.0 ± 9.3% for hyperbolic

expansion), whereas high-velocity escape maneuvers almost

never occurred during presentation of dimming and flashed

stimuli (3.4 ± 1.1% and 2.0 ± 1.3%, respectively).

To test in more detail which stimulus feature generated the

escape behavior during looming stimulus presentation, we eval-

uated whether object expansion was the key trigger. Expanding

disks decrease overall luminance; although larvae did not

escape to dimming alone, it is possible that a conjunction of

looming and dimming is required for triggering escapes. There-

fore, we presented checkered looming stimuli (Fotowat and

Gabbiani, 2007), which were subjectively isoluminant over the

time course of expansion. These stimuli were equally efficacious

in evoking escape responses (57.0 ± 6.1% of the time for linear

expansion; Figure 1E; and 60.2% ± 4.7% for hyperbolic expan-

sion), providing further evidence that this behavior employs

complex, luminance-independent visual computations to detect

expanding borders, consistent with looming-evoked escape re-

sponses in other species (Gabbiani et al., 2001; Landwehr et al.,

2013; de Vries and Clandinin, 2012).

Zebrafish escape behavior has so far been described primarily

in the context of mechanosensory C-starts (Burgess and Gran-

ato, 2007a; Gahtan et al., 2002; Kohashi and Oda, 2008; Liu

and Fetcho, 1999; O’Malley et al., 1996), which are characterized
616 Neuron 89, 613–628, February 3, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc.
by stereotyped kinematics. To better define looming-evoked

behavior and compare it to these C-start escapes, we analyzed

seven different kinematic variables across four looming stimulus

conditions: black or checkered constant radial expansion and

black or checkered hyperbolic expansion. While the former

pair simulated a decelerating approach trajectory, the latter

pair simulated object approach at constant velocity, the stimulus

most commonly used in other organisms (Hatsopoulos et al.,

1995). We found that most kinematic variables tested were indis-

tinguishable across the four stimuli with the exception of

maximum bend angle, which varied slightly depending on the

temporal dynamics of expansion (Figure 1F). Applying the

Bonferroni correction (Dunn, 1961) for multiple comparisons,

however, eliminates this significance. Thus, all four types of

looming stimuli trigger indistinguishable motor programs.

Across all stimulus conditions, looming-evoked behaviors are

characterized by at least three unique phases. First, larvae initi-

ated a rapid (bend duration 9.4 ± 0.1ms;maximumbend velocity

19.5 ± 0.2�/ms), high-angle bend (133.4 ± 2.1�) that quickly re-

verses heading direction. Second, fish performed a counterbend

that re-oriented the body (70.4 ± 1.3�). Third, fish executed a

high-velocity burst swim (velocity 16.4 ± 0.2 cm/s; burst (undula-

tion) frequency 62.7 ± 0.9Hz) away from the starting position (dis-

tance 1.5 ± 0.1 cm, mean ± SEM across fish). These kinematics

closely resemble the C-start escape behaviors elicited by me-

chanosensory modalities (Figures S1D–S1F) (Budick and O’Mal-

ley, 2000; Eaton et al., 1988) and are starkly different from the

high-angle dark flash o-bend (Burgess and Granato, 2007b;

Huang et al., 2013) or large spot avoidance (Bianco et al., 2011)

behaviors previously described. Thus, this response to looming

stimuli is the first detailed description of a rapid escape behavior

elicited by a visual stimulus in freely swimming larval zebrafish.

Escape Trajectories Are Dictated by Stimulus Position
within the Visual Field
The directionality of escape can often be influenced by the loca-

tion of the eliciting stimulus, reflecting an obvious but important

strategy to effectively distance oneself from threats. Touch-

evoked escapes in larval zebrafish are coarsely directional

(Kohashi et al., 2012), and looming-evoked behaviors in locusts

(Santer et al., 2005), flies (Card and Dickinson, 2008), and adult

goldfish (Eaton and Emberley, 1991) show a dependence on inci-

dent angle. To probe whether looming-evoked behavior in larval

zebrafish is influenced by stimulus position, we compared the

escape trajectories elicited by looming stimuli presented in fixed

positions in either the front, back, right, or left visual field

(0�, 180�, 270�, and 90� relative to the fish center of mass,

respectively). In 33 fish, stimuli in the right visual field consistently

evoked escapes to the left, and vice versa. This relationship is

readily identifiable when escape trajectories are rotated and

aligned onto the body axis for each condition (Figure 2A). Despite

differences in escape direction (Figure 2B, angular histograms),

the velocity of escape maneuvers is similar across all conditions,

as evidenced by plots of fish position 50 ms after escape initia-

tion (Figure 2B). Quantification of response preference across

fish formalizes a strong positional dependence for left and right

stimuli (0.68 ± 0.09 and �0.69 ± 0.09 preference index, respec-

tively) and a lack of directional bias for binocular front and back



Figure 2. Stimulus Position and Dynamics Dictate Escape Direction and Latency
(A) Top panel shows escape trajectories elicited by looming dark spots in the right (blue, N = 34 fish, and n = 214 events) or left (black, N = 33, and n = 198) visual

field. Bottom panel shows escape trajectories elicited by looming dark spots centered in the nasal [back] (orange, N = 21, and n = 164) or temporal [front] (green,

N = 23, and n = 177) visual field.

(legend continued on next page)
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stimuli (�0.14 ± 0.11 and 0.10 ± 0.10 preference index, respec-

tively) (Figure 2C). Further analysis reveals that the observed tra-

jectory bias reflects differences in absolute maximum turn angle

(100.5� ± 2.3� for left, 100.7� ± 2.2� for right, 114.6� ± 1.5� for

front, and 94.5� ± 2.0� for back stimuli), with back stimuli eliciting

significantly shallower (smaller turn angle) responses (p = 0.002,

permutation test). As indicated, the distance traveled by larvae

after 50 ms does not depend on stimulus position (3.61 ±

0.04 mm for left, 3.54 ± 0.04 mm for right, 3.75 ± 0.04 mm for

front, and 3.58 ± 0.04 for back stimuli; back, front p = 0.127, per-

mutation test). It is worth noting that even in response to the

same stimulus type, individual trajectories are highly variable;

this suggests that larvae might employ a protean evasion strat-

egy (Domenici et al., 2008; Humphries and Driver, 1970) that

makes it harder for predators to predict and foil escapes once

they are triggered. Nevertheless, these data demonstrate that

larvae utilize a sensorimotor transformation that conserves posi-

tional stimulus information and alters escape motor programs

accordingly.

Escapes Are Triggered When Stimuli Reach a Critical
Visual Angle
To probe the effect of stimulus expansion velocity on visually

evoked escape behaviors, we next presented a set of five stimuli

that mimicked disks of constant radius approaching larvae from

below at different velocities. When projected onto a flat surface,

these stimuli can be described by functions of spot radius over

time arising from fixed ratios of simulated disk radius and

approach velocity (R/V; Figure S2) (Hatsopoulos et al., 1995).

Escape latency was strongly modulated by stimulus velocity,

with faster stimuli reliably eliciting escapes with shorter latencies

(Figure 2D). When functions of stimulus image size and edge

velocity are evaluated at times of escape onset (minus a fixed

processing lag, Dt = 81 ms; see Experimental Procedures), an

average threshold in angular image size (72.0� ± 1.3�, mean ±

SEM across all 5 velocity conditions; p = 0.198, and F-statistic

[ANOVA] permutation test; Figure 2E), but not edge velocity (Fig-

ure 2F), emerges (p < 10�5, F-statistic [ANOVA] permutation

test). This result is similar to descriptions of looming-evoked

escape behaviors in other organisms (Fotowat and Gabbiani,
(B) Left panels show radial plots of fish position 50 ms after escape initiation. Rig

orientation change, see Experimental Procedures) for all events in (A).

(C) Quantification of behavior across all four stimulus positions. The top bar plot

turns)] for right (blue, N = 26), left (gray, N = 26), back (orange, N = 18), and front (

stimuli consistently evoke responses directed away from the starting stimulus pos

near-equal probability. Error bars are mean ± SEM across fish. The middle bar plo

maximum turn angle across all four conditions. *p < 0.001, permutation test. Erro

(D) Records of swim velocity over time for escapes elicited by stimuli simulating

1,450 ms R/V, top to bottom). The ratio R/V is a unique identifier of expansion traje

collision). The spots above each trace schematize the size of the looming stimulu

with a fixed delay. Stimuli continue to expand (ellipses) until the end of the allotte

(E) Plots of visual angle (solid lines, velocity decreasing from left to right) evaluat

visual angle subtending the axis of the stimulus parallel to the fish body axis 81 m

We determined the fixed delay (Dt = 81 ms) by minimizing the threshold visual an

(F) Plots of edge velocity, _qðtÞ, evaluated at the average response latency for ea

initiation is significantly different across stimulus conditions (***p < 10�5, F-statist

edge velocity 81 ms prior to escape initiation across all conditions. For 255 ms R

980 ms, N = 19, and n = 31; 1,450 ms, N = 21, and n = 41. Error bars are mean ±

618 Neuron 89, 613–628, February 3, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc.
2007) and suggests that the circuits processing looming stimuli

may primarily use stimulus size information when determining

when and if an escape should be initiated.

Looming Stimuli Are Primarily Represented in the Optic
Tectum
Our classification of looming-evoked escape behavior allowed us

to explore the representation of this novel and ethologically rele-

vant stimulus across various visual brain regions using calcium

imaging in pan-neuronal Tg(elav3:GCaMP5G) 5- to 6-dpf larvae

(Figure 3A) (Ahrens et al., 2013). To this end, larvae were fully

embedded in agarose and imaged with a two-photon laser scan-

ningmicroscopeduring stimuluspresentation (Ahrenset al., 2012)

to screen neurons for response selectivity. Looming stimuli and

flashed stimuli evoked responses throughout the midbrain, which

we segregated into three main regions based on anatomical

boundaries and functional similarities: theOT, the pretectum/thal-

amus (PT/TH), and themidbrain tegmentum (MB) (Figure 3B). Re-

sponses to stimuli werediversebut,within the scopeof this exper-

iment, were categorized based only on significant differences in

activity during looming and flashed stimulus epochs compared

tobaseline (seeExperimentalProcedures). This reductionallowed

us to analyze stimulus selectivity, an indicator of processing spec-

ificity, throughout visual processing regions.

To quantify the anatomical distribution of looming-selective

neurons across brain regions and fish, we mapped active neu-

rons to a standard fish brain (Ahrens et al., 2012) after assigning

a loom/flash selectivity index (SI; [zloom � zflash]/[zloom + zflash];

see Experimental Procedures) that effectively classified neural

responses, with more positive values reflecting greater looming

selectivity (Figure 3C). This analysis revealed a preponderance

of looming-selective neurons in the ventral OT compared to the

other midbrain regions we analyzed (Figure 3D). Furthermore,

looming-selective activity in the OT typically peaked prior to

the end of expansion, consistent with the timing of escape initi-

ations (see examples in Figure 3B). On average, theOTwasmore

than twice as selective as PT/TH or MB (0.35 ± 0.01, 0.17 ± 0.01,

0.11 ± 0.01 SI, respectively; OT, PT/TH p < 10�5; OT, MB p <

10�5, permutation test) and contained almost twice as many

responsive neurons per unit volume (3.13 ± 0.40, 1.51 ± 0.28,
ht panels show angular histograms of the maximum turn angle (derived from

depicts left-right preference [(# left turns � # right turns)/(# left turns + # right

green, N = 17) stimuli for fish with at least five escape responses. Left and right

ition, whereas back and front stimuli evoke responses to the left and right with

ts depict mean distance traveled after 50 ms. The bottom bar plot shows mean

r bars are mean ± SEM across events.

approach at five different velocities (255 ms, 490 ms, 730 ms, 980 ms, and

ctory (visual angle = q(t) = 2*arctan(R/(�Vt)), t% 0, where t is time to simulated

s before a critical size is reached (dark spot), after which an escape is initiated

d trial time.

ed at the average response latency for each velocity condition (crosses). The

s before escape initiation is not significantly different across all five conditions.

gle standard deviation across all trials (see Experimental Procedures).

ch velocity condition (crosses). Stimulus edge velocity 81 ms before escape

ic [ANOVA], permutation test). Dotted lines represent the mean visual angle or

/V, N = 9, and n = 11; 490 ms, N = 12, and n = 20; 730 ms, N = 18, and n = 25;

SEM across events.



1.84 ± 0.32 active neurons per 1,000 mm3, respectively; OT, PT/

TH p = 0.001; OT, MB p = 0.010, permutation test). Furthermore,

responses in the OT were also lateralized (Movie S2), with neu-

rons in the left OT responding to looming stimuli in the right visual

field and vice versa, consistent with the contralateral segregation

of retinal streams and providing a putative mechanism for the

observed lateralization of escape trajectory. These results sug-

gest that the OT serves as a primary nucleus involved in looming

detection within the larval zebrafish brain.

Population Activity Encodes Critical Image Size during
Looming
If the OT is fundamentally involved in looming processing, activ-

ity in the OT should reflect the input-output relationships

observed in freely swimming fish. To test this, we presented a

set of looming stimuli expanding at three different R/V ratios

(545 ms, 1,090 ms, and 2,730 ms) while imaging neural re-

sponses in the PVNs of the ventral OT.

Like ventral OT responses to constant radial expansion, activity

in ventral OT neurons typically peaked prior to the end of expan-

sion under different velocity conditions (Figures 3E, top, andS3C).

The timingof thesepeaks relative to stimulusonset, however,was

strongly influenced by expansion velocity, with responses to the

slowest stimulus peaking nearly 8 s after responses to the fastest;

this trend was reminiscent of the velocity-latency relationship we

observed in freely swimming fish (Figure 2D). In order to better

evaluate this correspondence, we performed principal compo-

nent analysis to provide an unbiased estimate of looming repre-

sentation across the OT neuronal population.

After aligning convolved stimulus size over time with the tem-

poral evolution of the first principal component (temporal prin-

cipal component, TPC1), which explained between 44% and

82% of the neural response variance (Figures S3A and S3B),

a clear link between TPC1 and stimulus size is revealed (Fig-

ure 3E, bottom). Across all three velocity conditions, the OT

population signals a common average angular image size

(66.0 ± 4.5�, mean ± SEM across n = 23 TPC1 datapoints reach-

ing threshold (of a possible 30) from 10 fish, 1,816 neurons,

dotted black line in Figure 3F, left; see Experimental Proce-

dures; p = 0.955, one-way ANOVA; compare to Figures 2D

and 2E) during expansion as its activity crosses a fixed

threshold (81% of the normalized peak TPC1 across stimuli;

see Experimental Procedures). In order to estimate the visual

angle signaled by TPC1, which reflects activity convolved with

indicator dynamics that temporally shift underlying representa-

tions, this analysis was performed using convolved stimulus

variables (GCaMP5G kernel, t = 962 ms; Chen et al., 2013); a

similar threshold angular image size is found when relating de-

convolved TPC1 dynamics to raw visual angle (64.9� ± 5.0�; Fig-
ure S3D). This threshold angular image size represented by the

OT population is in close agreement with the critical image size

found to trigger the behavior in freely swimming experiments

(72.0� ± 1.3�). Also similar to the behavior, TPC1 does not reach

a threshold at a coherent edge velocity (Figure 3F, right). These

data argue that the OT is capable of encoding a critical looming

visual angle as an ensemble, providing an example of a putative

mechanism for salient expansion encoding across a collicular

population.
Retinal Ganglion Cell Terminals and SINs in the OT
Encode Diverse Features of Looming Stimuli
In order to dissect the role of individual neural components of

tectal circuitry in generating the population activity encoding

critical angle, we analyzed activity patterns in two distinct neural

cell types: retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) that send axons into the

four input layers of the OT (SO, SFGS, SGC, and SAC; Nikolaou

et al., 2012), and SINs, which have been shown to play a signif-

icant role in filtering out large (Del Bene et al., 2010) as well as

small (Preuss et al., 2014) moving visual stimuli. In order to mea-

sure activity in RGC terminals, we generated a transgenic fish

line (UAS:SyGCaMP6s) in which GCaMP6s (Chen et al., 2013)

is linked to synaptophysin, and expression in RGCs is driven

by an Isl2b:Gal4 line (Figure 4A) (Nikolaou et al., 2012). Presenta-

tion of looming stimuli at three different approach speeds

revealed diverse dynamics in RGC terminals. Using a regres-

sion-based clustering approach (see Experimental Procedures;

Bianco and Engert, 2015), we identified four major clusters

capturing distinct properties of the rapidly evolving looming

stimuli (Figure 4B). Notably, none of these clusters sufficiently

match the population activity signatures extracted from the

PVN population (see Figure 5), arguing that further processing

occurs between retinal OT inputs and downstream PVNs.

In order to isolate putative processing units within the OT that

might transform RGC inputs into the observed PVN population

responses, we used a previously described line expressing

nuclearly localized GCaMP6s (Freeman et al., 2014) under the

elavl3 promoter, which, among other tectal neurons, also labels

the SIN population. In this line, SINs are easily separated from

other neurons in the OT because they are spatially segregated

within neuropil layers (Figure 4C). Regression-based cluster

analysis identified three main SIN response types, character-

ized by SIN responses to looming stimuli of different speeds

(Figure 4D).

Non-linear Regression Identifies Two SIN Response
Types as Potential Computational Modules Honing RGC
Input in the OT
We next tested whether one or several of the SIN response types

are sufficient to generate the signals recorded in the PVNs when

they are allowed to operate on the input signals arriving in the OT

via RGCprojections. Figure 5A shows the four deconvolved RGC

response types overlaid on the deconvolved average trace of the

primary PVN response type extracted via cluster analysis (Fig-

ure S4); we focused on this PVN cluster because its activity ap-

peared to shape TPC1 almost exclusively (Figure S4). It is clear

that there is no perfect overlap between the PVN response and

any of the RGC responses. The presence of well-characterized,

wide-field GABAergic inhibitory interneurons (SINs) operating on

the excitatory RGC inputs, however, suggested that the PVN

population might inherit its response profile in a manner consis-

tent with invertebrates, where excitatory and inhibitory inputs are

non-linearly combined to create receptive fields that encode

critical angle (Gabbiani et al., 1999). To ask whether a similar

model, using excitation from RGCs and inhibition from SINs,

might explain PVN responses, we tested pairwise combinations

of RGC and SIN response types using a non-linear regression

analysis (Figure 5B). Across all pairs, four show significantly
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Figure 3. Looming-Specific Neurons in the Optic Tectum Encode Critical Size

(A) Left panel is a schematic of the larval zebrafish brain indicating the positions of the optic tectum (OT) with its neuropil (NP) and cell body layers (stratum

periventriculare, or SPV), the pretectum/thalamus (PT/TH), and the midbrain tegmental region (MB). The right panels depict a transverse average intensity

projection of a 5-dpf Tg(elavl3:GCaMP2) larval brain (used as an anatomical reference) and accompanying sagittal view. TH, thalamus; PT, pretectum. Dotted

lines denote the position of each eye: r, rostral; c, caudal; d, dorsal; and v, ventral.

(legend continued on next page)
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enhanced R2 values, with three pairs, including the best model,

properly incorporating SIN activity as inhibitory (Figure 5C). Of

these three pairs, two share a common RGC type, and two share

a common SIN type. Notably, the best model uses an RGC type

(no. 1) that, on its own, explains PVN activity poorly (alone R2 =

0.22, with SINs R2 = 0.89), illustrating that SIN inhibition may

contribute to PVN dynamics significantly. This fit is also better

than that achieved with a linear regression (R2 = 0.79) combining

all four RGC types. Furthermore, the best RGC-SIN model uses

themost frequent RGC type (no. 1) and SIN type (no. 1), suggest-

ing that OT looming computations are salient and comprise

fundamental functional units established by direct retinal excita-

tion and indirect, processed retinal inhibition.

TheMauthner SystemDictates Looming-EvokedEscape
Direction
After looming stimuli are processed by the OT, the OT must

recruit a specific motor program that completes the sensori-

motor transformation (see proposed model, Figure 6A). In adult

teleost fish, activity in the M-cell, a large hindbrain spinal projec-

tion neuron involved in mechanosensory escapes, is correlated

with looming-evoked escapes (Preuss et al., 2006), and the

M-cell receives projections from the OT on its ventral dendrite

(Zottoli et al., 1987). Given this history and the kinematic similar-

ities between the escape responses evoked bymechanosensory

and looming stimuli, we hypothesized that the M-cell and its

segmental homologs, morphologically and functionally similar

neurons in rhombomeres 4 to 6 (Liu and Fetcho, 1999), would

govern visually evoked escape behavior.

To test this hypothesis, we backfilled the hindbrain reticulo-

spinal system (Huang et al., 2013; O’Malley et al., 1996) to label

the M-cell and its homologs (MiD2 and MiD3) and target

them for laser ablation with a two-photon microscope. A short
(B) Left panels depict single planes showing anatomy (gray) and activity (blue) in

numbers (ROIs shown as colored circles) correspond to the traces on the right,

areas in response to looming stimuli. Neurons in the dorsal OT (1 and 2) respond w

responses but typically respond strongly to and favor looming stimuli. Neurons in

(7 and 8) were typically active spontaneously and non-stimulus-locked. Boxes rep

from longer recordings.

(C) The middle panels show trial-averaged normalized DF/F evoked by looming

sorted according to its selectivity index (see Experimental Procedures) in desce

shows the corresponding anatomical location of each neuron, color-coded as in

100 neurons from the sorted list. Traces are normalized to [0 1] after trial averag

minimum 21.02% DF/F, and skewness 1.28). Dotted lines and boxes represent s

(D) The top panel depicts all neurons from (C) mapped to a reference brain and c

looming-selective neurons in the ventral OT. Differences in the number of OT neur

stimuli presented in the left and right visual fields were pooled); most OT imaging

(left) and responsive cell density (right) across theOT (n = 60 imaging planes), PT (n

looming selectivity across neurons in the OT (n = 973 cells), PT (n = 279), and M

c, caudal; d, dorsal; and v, ventral.

(E) Top shows the responses of 110 OT neurons in one fish to looming stimuli

2,730ms, top to bottom). The stimulus size (angle) over time for each condition, co

in red. Bottom shows the first temporal principal component (TPC1, ± SEM acro

schematize the size of the looming stimulus before the TPC1 threshold (dark spo

(F) Quantifications of average convolved stimulus visual angle (left) and edge velo

maximum across all stimulus conditions) for all three velocity conditions. The c

condition, fanned to show TPC1 dynamics for individual fish. Each color value

Crosses show the average value of each stimulus variable at the TPC1 thresho

(horizontal) and respective stimulus variables (vertical) across fish. Dotted lines rep

and conditions.
(100-ms to 2-s), high-power (�100-mW at sample) laser pulse

(Orger et al., 2008) was sufficient to cause a loss of cell

morphology and fluorescence specific to the targeted neuron

and not its labeled neighbors (Figure 6B). Because escape di-

rection is lateralized and easily separated by left-right stimulus

position, we performed unilateral ablations of the M-cell and its

homologs, using the intact contralateral side as an internal con-

trol. Analysis of monocular looming-evoked escapes before

and after unilateral ablation revealed a pronounced decrease

in maximum turn angle (Figure 6C). Only escape responses

contralateral to the ablated M-system (M-cell, MiD2, and

MiD3) were perturbed (non-ablated side, pre 102.5� ± 3.6�,
post 97.7� ± 3.5�, p = 0.093; ablated side, pre 99.1� ± 3.3�,
post 71.8� ± 3.4�, p = 0.002, permutation test). This change

is consistent with the laterality conferred by the descending

axons of the M-system (Gahtan and O’Malley, 2003) and is

not explained by non-specific perturbations of other spinal pro-

jection neurons such as the ventromedially located spinal

projection neurons (Huang et al., 2013), which determine the di-

rection of ipsilateral turns. As a result of this turn deficit, escape

trajectories also changed (Figure 6D). However, the reduction in

turn angle and trajectory was not concomitant with an obvious

decrease in escape velocity or distance (Figure 6E). The turn

deficit was confirmed on a fish-by-fish basis (Figure 6F), and

cumulative distribution plots of maximum turn angle revealed

a significant shift in turn angle for the ablated side across all

events (p < 10�5).

Other kinematic parameters such as escape duration (Fig-

ure 6G) remained unchanged for responses to both the non-

ablated and ablated side, suggesting that an independent pop-

ulation of neurons may control the late phase of the visually

evoked escape response.We also analyzed histograms of spon-

taneous turn angles, which were not significantly different post-
the dorsal and ventral OT, PT/TH, and MB. Individual region of interest (ROI)

which illustrate the general pattern of activity observed across midbrain visual

eakly to looming stimuli. Neurons in the ventral OT (3 and 4) show more varied

PT/TH (5 and 6) respond to both looming and flashed stimuli. Neurons in MB

resent stimulus presentation periods. Traces are re-ordered and concatenated

and flashed stimuli from 1,613 active neurons across 12 fish. Each neuron is

nding order (1 = looming exclusive, �1 = flash exclusive). The left-most panel

(B). The right-most panel shows the average normalized DF/F binned across

ing. Normalization values were skewed to the right (maximum 586.24% DF/F,

timulus presentation periods, with start times indicated by arrowheads.

olored according to selectivity index. Arrowhead shows the preponderance of

ons between the left and right hemispheres reflects a sampling bias (data from

was unilateral. The middle panel shows bar plots quantifying mean selectivity

= 34), andMB (n = 44). In the bottom panel, histograms show the distribution of

B (n = 361). **p < 10�5, *p < 0.01, permutation test. N = 12 larvae. r, rostral;

simulating approach at three different velocities (R/V 545 ms, 1,090 ms, and

nvolved with a calcium impulse response function (CIRF) (t = 962ms), is shown

ss fish) averaged over eight fish, 1,533 neurons. The spots above each trace

t). Stimuli continue to expand (ellipses) until the end of the stimulus epoch.

city (right) at TPC1 threshold times (81% TPC1 response after normalization to

olored curves show the convolved stimulus size and edge velocity for each

corresponds to the normalized amplitude of TPC1 activity during expansion.

ld for each velocity condition. Error bars are SEM for TPC1 threshold timing

resent themean visual angle and edge velocity at TPC1 threshold across all fish
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Figure 4. Retinotectal Processing of Looming Stimuli

(A) Left panel is a representative imaging plane from a 5-dpf Tg(Isl2b:Gal4;UAS:SyGCaMP6s) fish, which specifically expresses GCaMP6s in the axon terminals of

RGCs. Scale bar, 20 mm. Right panel shows traces from the four ROIs indicated on the left (yellow circles), with convolved looming stimulus time courses for slow

(R/V = 2,730 ms), medium (R/V = 1,090 ms), and fast (R/V = 545 ms) stimuli shown on top for reference. Gray intervals denote stimulus duration.

(B) Left panel is a raster plot after regression cluster analysis of normalizedDF/F responses for n = 5,023 RGC terminal ROIs across N = 6 fish, sorted according to

the number of individual traces assigned to each respective cluster. Start frames for each stimulus are denoted by the dotted white, vertical lines. Different

clusters are separated by horizontal lines. The right panel shows mean traces of the four main clusters (containing at least 2% of the total ROIs from at least five

fish, top to bottom: clusters 1–4, N = 3,420, 788, 413, and 192 ROIs, respectively).

(C) The left panel shows a representative imaging plane from a 5-dpf Tg(elavl3:H2B-GCaMP6s;Isl2b:Gal4;UAS-SyGCaMP6s) fish, which labels SINs. Scale bar,

20 mm. The right panel shows traces from the four ROIs indicated on the left (yellow circles).

(D) Left panel is a raster plot after regression cluster analysis of normalized DF/F responses for n = 541 SIN neurons across N = 11 fish, sorted according to the

number of individual traces assigned to each respective cluster. Right panel shows mean traces of the three main clusters (containing at least 2% of the total

neurons from at least eight fish, top to bottom: clusters 1–3, N = 163, 101, and 44 neurons, respectively).
ablation (Figure 6G, right). Because spontaneous turns are

thought to be governed by separate premotor circuitry (Huang

et al., 2013), we conclude that ablations were specific to the in-

tended M-system targets.

These data provide strong evidence for multi-modal conver-

gence of sensory signals within the M-system of larval zebrafish,

and this is the first study to establish a necessary role of the

M-system in visually evoked behavior. The M-system thus as-

sumes an essential role in the sensorimotor transformation

from looming stimuli to escape behavior, providing a functional
622 Neuron 89, 613–628, February 3, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc.
scaffold for the zebrafish to quickly evade threats identified

with their eyes alone.

DISCUSSION

We have shown, to the best our knowledge, the first quantifi-

cation of visually evoked escape behavior in freely swimming

larval zebrafish. This escape behavior is elicited specifically by

looming stimuli and not by flashed or dimming spots, illustrating

a highly tuned system for processing image expansion within the



Figure 5. Regression Models Predict PVN Responses to Looming Stimuli

(A) Deconvolvedmean RGC cluster traces (colored) overlaid on the deconvolved primary PVN trace (black; see Figure S4A, derived from the dataset in Figure 3E)

collected in response to slow (R/V = 2,730ms), medium (R/V = 1,090ms), and fast (R/V = 545ms) looming stimuli. R2 values are calculating during stimulus period,

gray. Each RGC trace is normalized to the maximum of the PVN trace across stimuli.

(B) Schematic of the eta-like non-linear regression model used to explore whether inhibition fromSIN clusters can be combinedwith excitation fromRGC clusters

to tune PVN responses. The model attempts to explain the deconvolved firing rate of PVNs (FRPVN) using a combination of scaled deconvolved RGC firing rate

(FRRGC) and exponentially weighted deconvolved SIN firing rate (FRSIN), pairwise for each identified response cluster.

(C) Bar plot of the best-fit R2 values for each SIN-RGC response pair, as determined by the non-linear regression in (B). Four combinations predict PVN responses

better than the best-matched RGC cluster (black dotted horizontal line; R2 = 0.65). Best-fit individual regression models that assign negative b2 coefficients, and

thus accurately treat GABAergic SINs as inhibitory, are shown in pink.

(D) Illustration of the best SIN-RGC regression model (right-most bar in C, R2 = 0.89). The top traces show normalized FRRGC (blue) and FRSIN (gold) for clusters 1

and 1, respectively. The middle traces show individual model terms incorporating FRRGC (blue) and FRSIN (gold) and their respective best-fit coefficients. These

traces are multiplied to arrive at a prediction of PVN activity (bottom, red). Note that FRRGC is suppressed significantly by FRSIN as stimuli increase in size,

effectively shifting the FRRGC peak to better match FRPVN (bottom, black).
zebrafish visual system. High-angle turns elicited by whole-field

dark flashes have been described previously (Burgess andGran-

ato, 2007b; Chen and Engert, 2014; Huang et al., 2013), but

these maneuvers (‘‘o-bends’’) are relatively slow and are not fol-
lowed by high-velocity burst swims. Furthermore, o-bend direc-

tionality appears linked to either turn history (Chen and Engert,

2014) or asymmetries in field luminance (Burgess and Granato,

2007b), not stimulus position. Thus, the dark flash response
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appears more to re-orient larvae than to propel them away from

harm. Given these differences, we believe that looming-evoked

escapes represent a separate, novel class of visually evoked

behavior in larval zebrafish.

Analysis of the relationship between escape latency and

approach velocity under our experimental conditions revealed

a threshold angular image size for behavior initiation that is remi-

niscent of looming size thresholds in other organisms (Fotowat

and Gabbiani, 2011; Oliva et al., 2007). In locusts and flies, the

link between stimulus dynamics and behavior has been traced

to a pair of wide-field neurons whose spike rates during looming

can be described by a function (typically labeled eta) that peaks

with a fixed delay before a critical visual angle (Hatsopoulos

et al., 1995) and the onset of escape (Fotowat and Gabbiani,

2007). We provide evidence that a similar non-linear computa-

tion involves primary RGC and SIN types, but the specific way

in which these components are combined to affect population

activity in the OT is, as of yet, unknown.

In order to gain additional insight into the specific neural

computation underlying looming detection, we functionally

imaged main retino-recipient midbrain structures as they

responded to looming and flashed stimuli and uncovered a

preponderance of looming-selective neurons within the ventro-

caudal OT. This selectivity may be conferred by the integration

of motion-selective inputs from the retina (Nikolaou et al.,

2012) or from within the OT itself (Gabriel et al., 2012; Grama

and Engert, 2012). Although we have not assessed the necessity

of the OT for looming-evoked escapes, the high density of loom-

ing-selective responses in the ventrocaudal OT provides strong

correlative evidence that the OT is involved in processing loom-

ing stimuli; extra-tectal neurons and arborization fields may pro-

cess other visual cues such aswhole-field motion and luminance

changes. Given the broad responsiveness of neurons within the

OT and the nature of our stimulus delivery (onto the dorsal retina),

it is likely that the concentration of looming selectivity in the

ventrocaudal OT arises primarily due to established retinotopy

(Nevin et al., 2010) and does not reflect a specialized processing
Figure 6. Laser Ablation of the Mauthner System Alters Escape Trajec

(A) Schematic of the zebrafish brain and hypothesized information flow from the ey

(M-system) comprising the Mauthner cell (M-cell) and homologs in rhombomere

(B) Two-photonmicrographs showing an example of theM-cell (left), MiD2 (center

MiD2/MiD3 clusters were ablated together. Ablations were specific to targeted

conjugated dye. Scale bar is 20 mm.

(C) The average maximum turn angle derived from orientation change, see Exp

contralateral to the ablated side, with the largest change evident at the first (m

unchanged. All traces are aligned to the time point of the first bend. Error is SEM a

post, non-ablated, n = 88; post, ablated, n = 66. *p = 0.002, permutation test.

(D) Left panel shows escape trajectories pre- and post-ablation (green and pink, re

escape trajectories pre- and post-ablation (green and black, respectively) elicite

(E) Top panel shows stick diagrams representing fish position 40ms after escape i

in escape trajectory post-ablation is more apparent on this timescale. Bottom pan

the ablated and non-ablated sides.

(F) Left panel shows quantification of maximum turn angle across fish pre- and p

permutation test. Right panel shows that this change is also apparent in histogram

non-ablated side, permutation test across all events. Error is bootstrapped SEM

(G) Left panel shows quantification of escape duration. No significant change is ap

permutation test. Error bars are SEM across fish. Right panel shows the di

further evidence of ablation specificity; pre-ablation n = 744, post-ablation n = 9

strapped SEM.
region. However, the broad spatial distribution of activity within

the OT, along with our principal component analysis, does sug-

gest that the computation and isolation of looming-related fea-

tures from the visual scenemay operate at a network level before

activity is projected out of the OT to recruit downstream motor

programs.

Although it remains possible that a subset of looming-selective

neurons in the OT form a specialized class of looming detectors

that drive behavior, a distributed representation of critical visual

angle presents several distinct advantages. First, the majority of

tectal neuron spatial receptive fields (as assayed by moving

spots) are smaller than the critical image size that appears to

trigger the escape behavior (Niell and Smith, 2005). Large stimuli

may thus be encoded best by a combination of multiple tectal

neurons staggered over retinotopic space. Second, a distributed

representation of stimuli may increase the overall flexibility of

stimulus representation in the OT. Because animals must extract

relevant information from complex visual scenes occupying a

large space of possible stimulus combinations, a functional plat-

form for encoding many different stimuli across the OT popula-

tion can guide behavior more amenably. The ensemble encoding

of critical visual angle during stimulus expansion thus constitutes

a small subset of the total response space likely spanned by the

OT. Last, high-dimensional representations of stimuli have been

shown to improve animal performance on tasks by increasing

the degeneracy of available input-output relationships in readout

neurons (Rigotti et al., 2013). It is possible that the escape

circuitry presented here utilizes a similar strategy to ensure

that escapes are triggered reliably in individual animals and

across stimulus presentations.

We have shown that the OT population representation of

looming stimuli may require distinct computational modules

that contribute uniquely to the encoding of critical visual angle

during stimulus expansion. GCaMP6s expression in RGC pre-

synaptic boutons allowed us to measure RGC activity patterns

in response to looming stimuli. We used these patterns to

construct a model predicting that OT ensemble activity is
tory and Reduces Initial Bend Angle

e, through the contralateral OT, to the contralateral hindbrain Mauthner system

s 4–6.

), andMiD3 (right) pre- and post-unilateral ablation. For each fish, theM-cell and

neurons and did not affect nearby cells. Cells were backfilled with dextran-

erimental Procedures, during escapes is significantly altered for maneuvers

aximum) bend. The average escape ipsilateral to the ablated side remained

cross all events, N = 8 fish. Pre, non-ablated, n = 60 events; pre, ablated, n = 73;

spectively) elicited by stimuli ipsilateral to the ablated side. Right panels shows

d by stimuli contralateral to the ablated side.

nitiation for the ablated and non-ablated sides, pre- and post-ablation. The shift

el is an angular histogram of the maximum turn angle pre- and post-ablation for

ost-ablation for the ablated and non-ablated sides. *p = 0.002, n.s., p = 0.093,

s of maximum turn angle across all events; **p < 10�5 ablated side, p = 0.175

.

parent on either side after ablation. Non-ablated, p = 0.073. Ablated, p = 0.101,

stribution of spontaneous turns does not change after ablation, providing

11 spontaneous swim events; n.s., p = 0.725, permutation test. Error is boot-
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generated through a modulation of one class of RGC inputs by a

specific subset of SINs that may act individually, but also in con-

cert, to shape the population code across PVNs. These PVNs

could then innervate the M-cell via synapses that might further

be gated ormodulated by independent or parallel inputs. The ex-

periments reported here thus provide a framework for a quanti-

tative model of looming selectivity, whose precise details remain

to be identified by future experiments.

A recent study analyzed looming-evoked behavior in head-

restrained zebrafish larvae (Temizer et al., 2015) and found that

escapes are elicited by expanding dark or bright disks in the

visual field. Consistent with our study, the authors discovered

a size threshold for the behavior, albeit of a value different

from our own observations (21.7� visual angle). This discrepancy
probably results from differences in experimental conditions

(i.e., head-restrained side-projection versus freely swimming

bottom-projection); future analyses, such as consideration of

visual solid angle and Snell’s law (Wolf and Krötzsch, 1995),

should help reconcile these results. In addition, Temizer et al.

show that RGC arbors in the stratum fibrosum et griseum super-

ficiale (SFGS) of the OT are selective for looming over dimming

stimuli. We show, however, that simply integrating over RGCs

is insufficient to explain the time course of the PVN dynamics

correlated with critical angle. Rather, we suggest that further in-

tratectal processing via interneurons in the upper layers of the

OT is necessary.

Last, we sought to shed light on the involvement of the M-cell

in the context of looming-evoked escapes. While canonical

C-start escape responses are preceded by a spike in the

M-cell, ablation of the M-system only affects escape latency

and bend velocity, not bend angle, when assayed with acoustic

or tactile stimuli (Burgess and Granato, 2007a; Liu and Fetcho,

1999). These results have cemented an idea of parallel hindbrain

escape circuitries that form a redundant pathway for escape

behavior. However, ablation of theM-system results in a specific

bend deficit in response to looming stimuli, suggesting that

visual stimuli recruit only a subset of the available escape cir-

cuitry, perhaps reflecting a functional bias toward more reliable

modalities (e.g., mechanosensation). How the escape circuitry

receives signals from visual areas to trigger an escape is still

unclear, however. Anatomical and functional evidence from

adult goldfish has suggested a direct pathway from the OT to

the ventral dendrite of the M-cell (Zottoli et al., 1987), but this

pathway has yet to be confirmed in larval zebrafish, leaving

open the possibility of either a direct or indirect path from the

OT. Taken together, our study provides an overview of a poten-

tial circuit mediating a visually evoked escape behavior in a

vertebrate model organism and provides an important founda-

tion for future studies of ethologically relevant tectal processing.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Behavior

All experiments followed the guidelines of the National Institutes of Health and

were approved by the Standing Committee on the Use of Animals in Research

of Harvard University. For detailed kinematic analyses, larvae (5–6 dpf) were

monitored at 506 fps using a high-speed camera (Mikrotron GmbH) in a 9.2-

cm Petri dish (VWR), 3–5 mm water height. Custom-written C# software ex-

tracted fish position and orientation and updated stimuli in a closed-loop
626 Neuron 89, 613–628, February 3, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc.
configuration. For constant radial expansion trials, the stimulus was centered

0.5 cm to either the left or right of the fish center of mass. Stimuli expanded

with a constant radial velocity of 0.5 or 0.6 cm/s until reaching r = 1 cm and

disappeared 5 s after expansion commenced. Stimuli were presented onto a

screen underneath the fish using a digital light processing (DLP) projector

(Dell M109S).

Calcium Imaging

To assay neural responses, 5- to 6-dpf Tg(elavl3:GCaMP5G) larvae (Ahrens

et al., 2013) were paralyzed with alpha-bungarotoxin (1 mg/mL; Invitrogen)

and embedded in 2% low-melting-point agarose before being imaged with a

custom-built two-photon laser scanning microscope. Stimuli were presented

in the red channel onto a screen underneath the fish using a digital light pro-

cessing (DLP) projector (Dell M109S).

For more details regarding behavior analyses, imaging analyses, ablations,

and statistics, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
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